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and was always one of the party's influential
leaders.
ALLITERA'TION, the repetition of the
same letter or sound at the beginning of two
or more words immediately succeeding each
other, or at short intervals. It is a commonly
used device in poetry, but studied use of allit-
eration is not considered good form in prose.
The following are typical examples of poeti-
cal alliteration:
Behold the merry minstrels of the morn
The   swarming-   songsters   of   the   careless
g-rove.
I sig-h the lack of many a thing- I sought,
And with old woes new wail my dear time's
waste.
Sublimely mild, a Spirit without a spot.
In the ancient German and Scandinavian
and in early English poetry, alliteration took
the place of terminal rhymes, the alliterative
syllables being made to recur with a certain
regularity in the same position in successive
verses. The following illustration is from
the Anglo-Saxon poem, Beoivulf: "FlotB,
/amig-heals fugle gelicost." (The Boater
/oamy-necked, to a fowl most like.)
ALLOP'ATHY, the name applied by home-
opathists to systems of medicine other than
their own. Hahnemann's principle being
that "like cures like," he called his own sys-
tem homeopathy, and other systems allopathy.
Allopathy is derived from the Greek words
for other and disease. See homeopathy.
ALLOT'ROPY. Under special conditions
many of the chemical elements have such
totally different habits and properties that
they appear to be entirely different sub-
stances. For instance, sulphur as usually
seen is a light yellow, opaque, solid substance
that breaks easily and is readily dissolved by
carbon disulphide. Under other conditions
it appears to be an entirely different thing—
a translucent, amber-colored substance, soft
and elastic like rubber and insoluble in car-
bon disulphide. It is, however, still sulphur,
and nothing else. Again, phosphorus under
some conditions is a dark reddish-brown
powder resembling chocolate, and non-poi-
sonous; under others, it is colorless, trans-
lucent and wax-like, melting and even taking
fire at a very low temperature, and is ex-
tremely poisonous. Yet in both conditions
phosphorus is phosphorus. This property o£
appearing in different forms is known in
chemistry as allotropy, and one form is said
to be anallotropic modification of the other.
It is really a special case of polymerism. See
 ALLSPICE
ALLO¥, al lot, sometimes a chemical
compound, but more generally merely a me-
chanical mixture produced by melting to-
gether two or more metals. Printers' types
are made from an alloy of lead and anti-
mony; brass and a number of other alloys
are formed from copper and zinc; bronze
from copper and tin. Most metals mix to-
gether in all proportions, but others unite
only in definite proportions, and form true
chemical compounds. Others again resist
combination, and when fused together form
a conglomerate of distinct masses. The
changes produced in their physical prop-
erties by the combination of metals are
various. Their hardness is in general in-
creased, but they resist any effort to ham-
mer them into a sheet or stretch them into a
wire. The color of an alloy may be scarcely
different from that of one of its components,
or it may show traces of neither of the two.
Its specific gravity is sometimes less than
the average of that of its component metals.
Alloys are always more fusible than the
metal most difficult to melt that enters into
their composition, and generally even more
so than the most easily melted one. New-
ton's fusible metal, composed of three parts
of tin, two or five parts of lead and five or
eight parts of bismuth, melts at tempera-
tures varying from 198° to 210° F. and
therefore in boiling water; its components
fuse respectively at the temperatures 442°,
600° and 478° F. In some alloys, however,
each metal retains its own, fusing point
(which see).
ALL-SAIOTS' DAY, a festival of the
Christian Church, instituted in 835, and
celebrated on November 1. It owes its ori-
gin to the fact that it was impossible to set
aside a separate day for every saint. See
hallow-eveit.
ALL-SOULS' PAY, a festival of the
Catholic Church, instituted in 998 and ob-
served on November 2. Its object is the re-
lief, by prayers and aets of charity, of the
souls in purgatory.
ALL'SPICE is the dried berry of the
pimento, a West Indian species of myrtle, a
beautiful tree with wMte and fragrant
aromatic flowers and shiny leaves of a deep
green. The name comes from the fact that
allspice is thought to resemble in flavor a
mixture of cinnamon, nutmegs and cloves.
The fruit is also called Jamaica pepper. It
is employed in cooking, and in medicine as

